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The Politics of Entry
Marcel Vorage

Politicians’ capability to direct market access puts them at the heart of
a struggle between entrepreneurs for preferential access to a protected
market. Using a single political economy framework we study how interest
groups are formed to jointly offer political contributions in exchange for
such preferential access. The effectiveness of these offers depends on the
political influence of consumers who suffer from reduced production. In
three chapters we closely examine differences in group formation under
lobbying or bribing, the effects of bank ownership on the level of entry and
financial stability, and the possibility that politicians favour entry of
core constituents independent of their efficiency. -
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Marcel Vorage went to school in the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany
and Belgium before completing a Bachelor at Erasmus University Rotterdam.
Not having suffered (signaled his skills) enough he graduated in Tinbergen
Institute’s MPhil programme in 2006. During the following four years as a
PhD-student at the University of Amsterdam he learned, taught, travelled,
presented and enjoyed himself a lot. Finally he finished this PhD-Thesis.
After having been amongst the youngest amongst peers in, he is now
amongst the oldest in the Bachelor in Biology at the University of Salzburg.
Dear reader, please do not throw me out if you can give me to someone who
might be interested in reading me (too). Thank you!
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